
DICTION BY THE WATERS OF BABYLON

This story is recounted in the first person by a young man living in a simple, post- apocalyptic society. His people, the
Hill People, appear to make a living by.

What the narrator wants to portray here is a sense of impossibility, an image taken from a book and introduced
in real life. Update this section! They talked of destroying his invention and Equality listened no more. It was
said that it was almost impossible to cross the waters and also that if one made it to the land, that as soon as it
was touched, the land would scorch whatever walked upon it. There was the belief however, that no man could
travel to the land of the gods and come back alive. When he successfully made it onto the land of the gods, he
came upon many things that he had never seen before. The roads that he called god roads were merely paved
roads that average men had walked upon. And the city that to him was the land of the gods, was merely New
York City, a city where regular humans had lived. The Forest People are portrayed here as being savages, not
knowing how to read the Old Words, not knowing basic skills such as spinning wool and eating grubs from
trees instead of cooked food. He realized then that the whom he worshipped as gods were merely men like
himself. The urgency to follow his dreams and find out the truth pushed John to embark on a journey across
the Ou-dis-sun. It was here that he discovered electricity. The idea the author wanted to transmit here is that
the society in which he lived was more advanced than the tribes that had no type of hierarchy. Author:
Anastasia Simons. He stumbled upon a tunnel one night, something that he immediately knew was from the
unmentionable times. He discovers a new type of happiness that he never could have felt trapped in his old
community. Imposing man John describes his father vaguely in the story and the way he is described is
important because he influences John and the decisions he takes in life. Although he was aware that the
scholars would be upset at him for disobeying the laws and performing experiments on his own, Equality was
so excited about his invention that he wanted nothing more than to share it with his people. Despite this, John
also describes him as being a mellow man, someone who cares about his children and who wants to offer them
a good education and a better chance in life. In the stories, Anthem, by Ayn Rand, and By the Waters of
Babylon, by Stephen Vincent Benet, each of the main characters posses a desire deep within themselves to
discover things that they do not already know about. In it they find that there are many lamps that use the same
kind of power that Equality invented. John was scared when he first saw the bones, lying untouched in a
corner of the house and he was amazed to see how the bones remained in the same position for maybe
hundreds of years. Waking up in the forest unharmed, Equality finds that he is more happy than he has even
been. Entering a building, he found books, a sink, he saw an old man whose corpse had remained intact.
Equality and John both live in societies where almost all knowledge of the past has been forgotten. The desire
within Equality and John, however, brings them past these fears and leads them to learn many new things
Anthem starts off with Equality feeling as though he sinned for thinking of learning and discovering new
things. Going in one direction When John thinks about which way he should take, he tries to guide himself
after the path the animals around him take. He ran away from the city to the uncharted forest, where it was
said that no man ever survived.


